Overviews and Introductions:

- IEEE Humanitarian & Philanthropic Opportunities overview - Understand the 10 programs of IEEE Humanitarian & Philanthropic Opportunities and what each does
- Decision Tree and Decision Tree Nodes - Gain ideas and insights, based on your career stage, time requirements, and interest, to make the pledge that is right for you
  - Follow the Decision Tree to find the number that best applies to you. Then consult the Decision Tree Nodes document to learn more about the opportunities associated with that number. Make your pledge here.
- Need Funding for Your IEEE Project? - Learn about the various funding programs for projects at IEEE, including the New Initiatives Committee, IEEE Foundation, HAC, EPICS in IEEE, and IEEE SIGHT
  - Presentation
  - Takeaway sheet
- Educational Resources for Humanitarian Activities presentation - Discover educational and training opportunities to increase your knowledge about humanitarian activities and sustainable development

Program-Specific Information:

- IEEE SIGHT Ignite presentation
- IEEE Smart Village Ignite presentation
- IEEE Milestones presentation
- Contributing to IEEE History presentation
- Add a Humanitarian Track or Session to Your IEEE Conference or Event Ignite presentation